This section defines the general model under which we derive all results in the appendix. Unlike §4, we allow attributes to be correlated with positions. The notation used here and in the remainder of the appendix differs in important aspects from the main text. This is because we need a sufficiently general setup that can accommodate both the finite-n model (Assumption 3) and the limit model in §4 where the number of nodes is infinite, in order to explicitly characterize limiting network moments.
resulting set X 1 n´1 , and define X n " X 1 n´1 Y tXu. By construction, this is a set of n random vectors drawn i.i.d. from f .
• Limit Model: For any x P R d , let Pn f pxq be the restriction of P 1 to py, tq P R dˆr 0, 8q : t ď nf pxq ( and P n κf pxq the image of Pn f pxq under py, tq Þ Ñ x`r´1 n py´xq. Then for all n, P n κf pxq is a Poisson point process on R d with intensity κf pxq by the mapping theorem. We define P κf pxq " P κ κf pxq .
Attributes. In the main text, we write node statistics as functionals of W , which is a set of attributes. We can equivalently define W as a random mapping from pairs of node positions to an attribute vector. The latter characterization is more convenient to allow for arbitrary sets of node positions with possibly infinite elements. We next define this attribute process W. LetZ be a stochastic process on R d such that tZpxq; x P R d u is i.i.d. and ζ a stochastic process on R dˆRd such that tζpx, x 1 q; x, x 1 P R d u is i.i.d. Assumẽ
Define Z as a stochastic process on R d such that Zpxq " H z px,Zpxqq, which represents the node-level attribute associated with the node positioned at x. Note that this construction is without loss of generality and allows for arbitrary dependence between a node's attribute vector and her position. Likewise, ζpx, x 1 q is the pair-level attribute associated with two nodes respectively positioned at x and x 1 . For any X Ď R d , the attribute process WpX q " Wp¨,¨; X q is the mapping from XˆX to R dzˆRdzˆRd ζ given by Wpy, y 1 ; X q "`H z py,Zpyqq, H z py 1 ,Zpy 1 qq, ζpy, y 1 q˘.
Let Φp¨| xq be the distribution of H z px,Zpxqq.
Dilation. We often take a "composition" of W and certain operators. This makes for compact notation that simplifies the expression of the limiting moment. Let r P R`and
x P R d . Define the dilation operator τ x,r : y Þ Ñ x`r´1py´xq and its inverse, the contraction operator, p x,r : y Þ Ñ py´xqr`x. Abusing notation, we let τ x,r X " tx`r´1py´xq : y P X u and p x,r X " tp x,r pyq : y P X u. These operators will be used extensively in the proofs. To reduce notation, we will sometimes write τ x,r X X S to mean τ x,r pX q X S. That is, the order of operations is to prioritize τ x,r before set operations.
Assumptions 1-8, as n Ñ 8, 1 n n ÿ i"1 ψ`X i , X n , W, Apr n q˘L 2 ÝÑ ż E " ψ`x, P κf pxq Y txu, W˚p x,0 , Ap1q˘‰ f pxq dx.
Proof. See §SA.4.
SA.2 Weak Law for Stabilizing Functionals
We maintain the coupling construction and notation introduced in §SA.1. For any x P R d , r P R`, and X Ď R d , let ξpx, X , Wp x,r q be a real-valued functional. We omit the argument of Wp x,r with the understanding that it equals the second argument of ξ. Additionally, if
x R X , we let ξpx, X , Wp x,r q " ξpx, X Y txu, Wp x,r q. We modify Theorem 2.1 of Penrose and Yukich (2003) for our setting in three ways. First, we use a different notion of stabilization. Second, we allow ξ to depend on W that is not identically distributed conditional on positions (in contrast to their definition of marked point processes). Third, we relax their translation-invariance assumption on ξ.
Recall that Bpx, rq denotes the ball of radius r in R d with center x.
Definition 4. The functional ξ is stabilizing if there exist non-negative random variables tR n u nPN such that (a) tR n u nPN is bounded in probability, and (b) for all n sufficiently large and R ě R n , with probability one, ξ`X, τ X,rn X n , Wp X,rn˘" ξ`X, τ X,rn X n X BpX, Rq, Wp X,rn˘, (SA.2.1) and ξ`X, P κf pXq , Wp X,rn˘" ξ`X, P κf pXq X BpX, Rq, Wp X,rn˘.
(SA.2.2) Part (b) says that ξ is invariant to the removal of nodes outside of the neighborhood BpX, R n q. The neighborhood size is asymptotically bounded by part (a). Equation (SA.2.2) is a variant of the notion of strong stabilization in Penrose and Yukich (2003) . Their definition additionally demands invariance to the addition of points outside of the neighborhood Bpx, R n q, which is not suitable for our application. In the notation of §5, adding new nodes to N n zJ i can well change the value of the node statistic, since it may be attractive to link with the new nodes. Another difference is that Penrose and Yukich (2003) only require stabilization under the Poisson point process, whereas we also require equation (SA.2.1), which is a variant of "binomial stabilization" (e.g. Penrose, 2007 ) (X n is referred to the binomial process in that literature).
Theorem 3. Suppose ξ is stabilizing,
for some ą 0, and ErξpX, P κf pXq , W˚p X,r qs is continuous at r " 0. Then as n Ñ 8,
The proof of this theorem requires the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3 (Coupling). For any R ą 0,
Proof. This is a restatement of Lemma 3.1 of Penrose and Yukich (2003) .
Lemma 4 (Convergence of Means). Under the assumptions of Theorem 3,
Proof. Recall the definitions of X and X 1 n´1 from the coupling construction in §SA.1. For any R ą 0, define the event
Recall R n from Definition 4. For n sufficiently large and states of the world in the event E n X pRq X tR ą R n u, by stabilization, ξpX, τ X,rn X 1 n´1 , Wp X,rn q " ξpX, τ X,rn X 1 n´1 X BpX, Rq, Wp X,rn q " ξpX, P n κf pXq X BpX, Rq, Wp X,rn q " ξpX, P n κf pXq , Wp X,rn q.
Therefore, for any ą 0 and n sufficiently large, P`ˇˇξpX, τ X,rn X 1 n´1 , Wp X,rn q´ξpX, P n κf pXq , Wp X,rn qˇˇą ď PpE n X pRq c q`PpR n ą Rq, (SA.2.6)
where E n X pRq c is the complement of E n X pRq. By stabilization,
PpR n ą Rq " 0.
By Lemma 3, for any R ą 0,
PpE n X pRq c q " 0.
Hence, the left-hand side of (SA.2.6) tends to zero as n Ñ 8. By (SA.2.3) and the Vitali convergence theorem,ˇE rξpX, τ X,rn X 1 n´1 , Wp X,rn qs´ErξpX, P n κf pXq , Wp X,rn qsˇˇÑ 0.
Since P n κf pXq d " P κf pXq for any n, this implies ErξpX, P n κf pXq , Wp X,rn qs " ErξpX, P κf pXq , Wp X,rn qs " ErξpX, P κf pXq , W˚p X,rn qs.
Finally, since the right-hand side, viewed as a function of r n , is assumed to be continuous at r n " 0, it converges to ErξpX, P κf pXq , W˚p X,0 qs.
By the coupling, the previous lemma shows that the expectation of the left-hand side of (SA.2.4) converges to the right-hand side. To prove Theorem 3, it suffices to show concentration of the variance. This requires a different coupling construction. Let X and Y be independently drawn from f , and let P 2 be a Poisson process with intensity two on R dˆr 0, 8q, with P 2 K K X, Y . Independently mark points of P 2 "blue" with probability 0.5 and "gold" otherwise. Let P 1 be the blue points and Q 1 the gold points. Then by thinning, these are independent Poisson processes with unit intensity. The remainder of this construction follows Penrose and Yukich (2003) .
• Finite Model. In the coupling construction in §SA.1, we construct X 1 n´1 from P 1 . Repeat this construction, except remove from P nf a set of maxtN n´p n´2q, 0u vectors chosen at random, and add maxtn´2´N n , 0u vectors drawn i.i.d. from f . Call the resulting set X 1 n´2 .
• X's Limit Model. Let F X be the half-space of points in R d closer to X than to Y and F Y its complement. Let P X nf pXq be the restriction of P 1 to F Xˆr 0, nf pXqs and Q Y nf pXq the restriction of Q 1 to F Yˆr 0, nf pXqs. Let P n,κ f pXq be the image of P X nf pXq Y Q Y nf pXq under pw, tq Þ Ñ τ X,rn w for w P R d and t ą 0. Then P n,κ f pXq d " P κf pXq for all n.
• Y 's Limit Model. Analogously, let P Y nf pY q be the restriction of P 1 to F Yˆr 0, nf pY qs and Q X nf pY q the restriction of Q 1 to F Xˆr 0, nf pY qs. Let P n,κ f pY q be the image of
for any n by the spatial independence property of Poisson processes.
By spatial independence and definition of W,
Proof of Theorem 3. Given Lemma 4, it remains to show that the variance converges to zero. We follow the argument in the proof of Proposition 3.1 of Penrose and Yukich (2003) . We haveˇˇξ pX, τ X,rn pX 1 n´2 Y tY uq, Wp X,rn q´ξpX, P n,κ f pXq , Wp X,rn qˇˇp ÝÑ 0,ˇξ pY, τ Y,rn pX 1 n´2 Y tXuq, Wp Y,rn q´ξpY, P n,κ f pY q , Wp Y,rn qˇˇp ÝÑ 0.
This follows from arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 4 and the fact that, for any
Thus, by uniform-square integrability and the Vitali convergence theorem,ˇE where convergence follows from the continuity assumption. Finally, by the coupling construction,
The first term on the right-hand side tends to zero by (SA.2.3), and the second term tends to (SA.2.9). Hence, the variance converges to zero by Lemma 4.
SA.3 Branching Processes
In this section, we show that the size of the relevant set J i , defined in (18), is asymptotically bounded, which is the key step to verifying stabilization. The main result is Theorem 4, which defines the radius R n in Definition 4 and proves it is asymptotically bounded. In order to prove |J i | " O p p1q, we need to show that |Cj | and |N M prnq pj, Kq| are asymptotically bounded. We proceed by stochastically bounding these quantities by the sizes of certain branching processes and then establishing that these processes are subcritical, meaning that the total offspring generated by these processes is a.s. finite. The first two lemmas are used to bound the sizes of Dpr n q-components. Key to this argument is the following branching process. Let x 1 P R d , z P R dz , and r ě 0. Let X r px 1 , z 1 q denote the size of the following multi-type Galton-Walton branching process. The type space is R dˆRdz , and the process begins at a particle of type px 1 , z 1 q. Each type px 1 , z 1 q particle is replaced in the next generation by offspring distributed according to a Poisson point process on R dˆRdz with intensity dϕ r px 1 , z 1 ; x 2 , z 2 q " κf p1`rqp 1 px 1 , z 1 ; x 2 , z 2 q dΦ˚pz 2 q dx 2 , (SA.3.1)
where Φ˚is defined in Assumption 4, p 1 is defined in (7), andf " sup xPR d f pxq. Offspring are independent across particles. The offspring distribution of px 1 , z 1 q can be equivalently represented as follows. Partition R d into cubes with side length one centered at integer-valued elements of R d , and label the elements of the partition arbitrarily 1, 2, . . . . For each partition k, draw N k " Poissonpκf p18 rqq, independently across partitions. Conditional on N k , draw positions X 1 , . . . , X N k i.i.d. and uniformly distributed on the partition. Draw attributes tZ i : i " 1, . . . , N k u iid " Φc onditional on N k and random shocks tζ ij : i, j " 1, . . . , N k u i.i.d., independently across partitions. Let pX i , Z i q be an offspring of px 1 , z 1 q with probability p 1 px 1 , z 1 ; X i , Z i q for all i " 1, . . . , N k and partitions k. For intuition on this, observe that if, in the expression of (SA.3.1), we replacef with f pxq and Φ˚pz 2 q with Φpz 2 | p x,rn px 2and set r " 1, then the resulting number of offspring has the same distribution as the number of non-robust links formed by a node with type px 1 , z 1 q under the limit model
The probability that the branching process started by px 1 , z 1 q survives indefinitely is given by
Let T r be the functional satisfying
Our first result shows that the survival probability ρ r is the solution of a fixed-point equation. All proofs can be found at the end of this section.
Lemma 5. ρ r satisfies ρ r " 1´exp t´pT r˝ρr qu .
(SA.3.3)
Our next result establishes that the branching process is subcritical. Recall the definition of Zpxq from §SA.1. Lemma 6. Under Assumption 6, ρ r px, Zpxqq " 0 a.s. for any x P R d and r sufficiently small.
We next study a fixed-depth branching process used to bound the sizes of K-neighborhoods in M pr n q. Recall the definition ofp r p¨q from (5). LetX r px 1 , z 1 ; Kq denote the size of the branching process on R d`dz after K generations, starting at a particle of type px 1 , z 1 q, where the offspring distribution of px 1 , z 1 q is given by a Poisson point process on R d`dz with intensity dφ r px 1 , z 1 ; x 2 , z 2 q " κf p1`rqp 1 px 1 , z 1 ; x 2 , z 2 q dΦ˚pz 2 q dx 2 .
(SA.3.4) Letρ r px 1 , z 1 ; Kq " PpX r px 1 , z 1 ; Kq " 8q. The next lemma is the analog of Lemma 6 for the fixed depth process.
Lemma 7. Under Assumption 4,ρ r px, Zpxq; Kq " 0 a.s. for any x P R d and r sufficiently small.
For an initial particle px 1 , z 1 q, let B r px 1 , z 1 ; Kq be the set of particles px 2 , z 2 q in a fixeddepth branching process for K generations with intensity given by (SA.3.4). Note that |B r px 1 , z 1 ; Kq| "X r px 1 , z 1 ; Kq. Since the latter is a.s. finite by the previous lemma, we naturally expect that, due to homophily, the largest distance between x 1 and any other particle is also a.s. finite. We prove this in the next lemma.
Lemma 8. Under Assumptions 4 and 8(a), for any x, x 1 P R d , and K ą 0,
Recall from §SA.1 the definition of X. Let JpX, τ X,rn X n , Wp X,rn , 1q " JpX, X n , W, r n q (see (SA.1.1)) be the relevant set (18) of the node positioned at X under the finite model and JpX, P κf pXq Y tXu, Wp X,rn , 1q the relevant set of X under the limit model, where we label nodes, say, by lexicographic order of their positions. The next lemma shows that the size of the relevant set is stochastically bounded by the following branching process. For an initial particle px 1 , z 1 q, first generate B rn px 1 , z 1 ; Kq, the set of particles in a fixeddepth branching process for K generations with intensity given by (SA.3.4). This is our branching-process approximation of the K-neighborhood of a node in M p1q. Then to approximate Dp1q-component sizes, for each particle px 2 , z 2 q P B rn px 1 , z 1 ; Kq, initiate independent branching processes with intensities given by (SA.3.1) whose sizes consequently have the same distribution as X rn px 2 , z 2 q. Lastly, for each particle generated by the latter process, initiate a fixed-depth branching process for 1 generation with intensity given by (SA.3.4). LetX rn px 1 , z 1 ; Kq denote the size of the overall process.
Lemma 9. For any ą 0 and n sufficiently large, max Pp|JpX, X n , W, r n q| ą q,
We now state the main result of this section. Let pX 1 q be the node label associated with X 1 P X n or X 1 P P κf pXq Y tXu (recall labels are given by N n for the former and by lexicographic order of positions for the latter). Define
By construction, BpX, R n pXqq contains all nodes in the relevant set under either the finite or limit model. Formally, under the finite model (Assumption 3), BpX, R n pXqq contains tX 1 P τ X,rn X n : pp X,rn X 1 q P JpX, X n , W, r n qu, and under the limit model (SA.3.2) with
x " X, it contains tX 1 P P κf pXq Y tXu : pX 1 q P JpX, P κf pXq Y tXu, Wp X,rn , 1qu. The following theorem show that this radius is asymptotically bounded.
Theorem 4. Under Assumptions 4, 6, and 8(a), R n pXq " O p p1q.
Proof of Lemma 5. This is a standard branching-process argument. Let µ k denote the probability law associated with the uniform distribution on partition k. Fix the starting particle of the process px 1 , z 1 q.
Recall the representation of the offspring distribution at the start of this section. In the kth partition of R d , label the offspring lying in that partition k1, k2, . . . , kN k , where N k is the total offspring in the partition. Let pX kj , Z kj q be the type of offspring kj. We claim
The second line uses the assumption that types are i.i.d. given N k and monotone convergence. Then using the fact that Erw Poissonpλq s " e λpw´1q (e.g. Bollobás et al., 2007, proof of Theorem 12.5) , the third line equals one minus
The right-hand side uses monotone convergence.
Proof of Lemma 6. For any h :
Let H be the set of functions h : R dˆRdz Ñ r0, 1s for which ||h|| ď 1. Observe that T r is a linear map on H. We further claim that T r is a bounded map. In particular, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for any h P H, ||T r h|| is bounded above by ||h|| κf p1`rq sup
The term multiplying ||h|| is bounded above by a finite constant by (8). Since T r is a bounded linear map, the operator norm of T r is given by ||T r || " supt||T r h|| : h P Hu. This implies that for any h P H,
Now, let h be a solution of (SA.3.3) and suppose, to get a contradiction, that hpx, zq ‰ 0 for somex P R d and set S 1 of z P R dz with positive probability measure under the conditional probability law of Φp¨|xq.
where the inequality is strict on S (see e.g. Bollobás et al., 2007, Lemma 5.8(ii) It remains to prove (SA.3.9) holds for sufficiently small r. Note that ||T r 1|| equals κf p1`rq sup
(SA.3.10)
By (9), for any x 1 P R d , κf βpx 1 q ă 1. Hence, for all r sufficiently small, κf p1`rqβpx 1 q ă 1, which implies κf p1`rq sup x 1 βpx 1 q ď 1 for such r. By (SA.3.10), this is precisely (SA.3.9).
Proof of Lemma 7. Following the argument in the proof of Lemma 5,ρ r px 1 , z 1 ; Kq equals
This is less than or equal to
After zero generations, there is exactly one particle, so by construction,ρ r px 1 , z 1 ; 0q " 0. Then by the previous two equations,ρ r px 1 , z 1 ; 1q " 0, provided
The left-hand side of (SA.3.11) is bounded above by
as r Ñ 0. By Assumption 4, this is finite a.s. for any x 1 P R d and z 1 d " Zpx 1 q.
Hence, for r sufficiently small, (SA.3.11) holds, from which it follows thatρ r px 1 , z 1 ; 1q " 0, as desired. Repeating this argument,ρ r px 1 , z 1 ; Kq " 0 for arbitrary K.
For the maximum distance to be infinite, it must be either that px 1 , z 1 q has some offspring px 2 , z 2 q for which either ||x 1´x2 || " 8, or max px 3 ,z 3 qPBκpx 2 ,z 2 ;K´1q ||x 2´x3 || " 8. Thus, following the argument in the proof of Lemma 7,ρ κ px 1 , z 1 ; Kq is bounded above by
Consider the second term. We have
By Assumption 4, the right-hand side is a.s. finite for any x 1 P R d and z 1 d " Zpx 1 q. Thus, ρ κ px 1 , z 1 ; 1q " 0.
Now consider the first term in (SA.3.13). After zero generations, there is exactly one particle, so by construction,ρ κ px 2 , z 2 ; 0q " 0. Then since for K " 1 (SA.3.13) is an upper bound onρ κ px 1 , z 1 ; 1q, the latter probability is zero if
This holds by Assumption 4. Repeating this argument, we haveρ κ px 1 , z 1 ; Kq " 0 for arbitrary K.
Proof of Lemma 9.
By definition, for i " pXq, JpX, X n , W, r n q is constructed by branching out to N M prnq pi, Kq, then branching out to C j for each j P N M prnq pi, Kq, then branching out to the set of nodes that are robustly linked to each k P C j . By comparison, the processX rn pX i , ZpX i q; Kq replaces each of the sets in each step with a dominating branching process. More specifically, it replaces each N M prnq pi, Kq with a fixed-depth branching process with intensity (SA.3.4) and depth K. It also replaces each C j with a branching process with intensity (SA.3.1). The only discrepancy is the last step, which can be explained as follows. The set of nodes robustly connected to any k P C j is contained in N M prnq pk, Kq. The processX rn pX i , ZpX i q; Kq replaces the latter set with a fixed-depth branching process with intensity (SA.3.4) and depth 1.
Let CpX, X n , W, Dpr nbe the Dpr n q-component of the node positioned at X under the finite model pV, λ, X n , W, r n q. Let CpX, P κf pXq YtXu, Wp X,rn , Dp1qq be its Dp1q-component under the limit model (SA.3.2) with x " X. Define N K pX, X n , W, M pr nand N K pX, P κf pXq Y tXu, Wp X,rn , M p1qq respectively as the K-neighborhood in the network M pr n q of the node positioned at X under the finite model and the K-neighborhood in M p1q under the limit model.
We will show that |CpX, X n , W, Dpr n qq| and |CpX, P κf pXq Wp X,rn , Dp1qq| are both stochastically dominated by X rn pX, ZpXqq. A similar argument shows that max |N K pX, X n , W, M pr n qq|, |N K pX, P κf pXq Wp X,rn , M p1qq| ( is stochastically dominated byX rn pX, ZpXq; Kq. The conclusion of the lemma then follows from the discussion in the first paragraph of this proof. Condition on pX, ZpXqq " px, zq. We first establish stochastic dominance under the finite model. We can estimate the size of node X's Dpr n q-component using a standard breadthfirst search argument on Dpr n q starting at node X (see e.g. Bollobás et al., 2007, Lemma 9.6) . That is, we branch out to X's 1-neighborhood in Dpr n q (her "offspring"), recording the number of neighbors as B 1 pnq. Then we successively branch out to the 1-neighborhood of one of her neighbors, not including nodes previously visited, to obtain recording the total newly explored neighbors as B 2 pnq. We repeat this process indefinitely. Then ř 8 m"1 B m pnq`1 " |CpX, X n , W, Dpr n qq|.
At each step m of the breadth-first search, we explore the 1-neighborhood of a node of type px 1 , z 1 q. Conditional on this type, the number of newly explored nodes B m pnq is stochastically dominated by B 1 m pnq " Binomialpn´1, p rn px 1 , z 1 qq, where p rn px 1 , z 1 q " Erp rn px 1 , z 1 ; X, ZpXqqs
since this is the distribution of the number of neighbors. The right-hand side of (SA.3.14) uses a change of variables px 1 , x 2 q Þ Ñ pτ x,rn x 1 , τ x,rn x 2 q. Thus, ř 8 m"1 B m pnq is stochastically dominated by ř 8 m"1 B 1 m pnq. The latter is the size of a multi-type branching process started at px, zq in which we replace each particle of type px 1 , z 1 q in the next generation with a set of particles with i.i.d. types in R dˆRdz , and the number of such particles is distributed Binomialpn´1, p rn px 1 , z 1 qq.
It is a fact that, for n sufficiently large, a Binomialpn´1, p rn px 1 , z 1random variable is stochastically dominated by a Poissonpnp1`r n qp rn px 1 , z 1random variable (see e.g. Bollobás et al., 2007, Theorem 12.5) . By definition, X rn px, zq is the size of a multi-type branching process started at px, zq with conditional offspring distribution Poissonpnp1`r n qp rn px 1 , z 1 qq, wherep
It follows that for n sufficiently large, ř 8 m"1 B 1 m pnq is stochastically dominated by X rn px, zq, as desired.
This establishes the claim for the finite model. For the limit model (SA.3.2), the offspring distribution is exactly Poisson, so the size of the breadth-first search can be directly bounded by X rn px, zq.
Proof of Theorem 4. We will show that the first element in the outermost maximum in the definition of R n pXq is O p p1q. The argument for the second element is similar. Let J 0 " JpX, X n , W, r n q. By the law of total probability,
We will consider each of the two terms on the right-hand side in turn.
Step 1. Consider P p|J 0 | ą Bq. By Lemma 9, |J 0 | is stochastically dominated bŷ X rn pX, ZpXq; Kq. Recall that the latter is generated first by running a fixed-depth branching process B rn pX, ZpXq; Kq; second, generating tX rn px 1 , z 1 q : px 1 , z 1 q P B rn pX, ZpXq; Kqu independently conditional on B rn pX, ZpXq; Kq; and third, conditional on the set of nodes Ψ n generated in step 2, drawing tX rn px 2 , z 2 ; 1q : px 2 , z 2 q P Ψ n u independently.
We want to show thatX rn pX, ZpXq; Kq " O p p1q. This requires some new definitions. Take any X rn px 1 , z 1 q generated in the second step and add all particles generated by this process to a set T rn px 1 , z 1 q. (So the size of T rn px 1 , z 1 q equals X rn px 1 , z 1 q.) Define X 23 rn px 1 , z 1 q " |T rn px 1 , z 1 q|`ÿ px 2 ,z 2 qPTr n px 1 ,z 1 qX rn px 2 , z 2 ; 1q,
That is, we add to the size of T rn px 1 , z 1 q the size of each 1-depth branching process generated in step 3 that is initialized at a particle in T rn px 1 , z 1 q. 
SinceX rn px 1 , z 1 ; 1q K K T rn px, Zpxqqˇˇpx 1 , z 1 q, for n sufficiently large, the right-hand side is bounded above by
Note that for n sufficiently large, |T rn px, Zpxqq| d " X rn px, Zpxqq is stochastically dominated by X r 1 px, Zpxqq for some r 1 P p0, κs by inspection of the intensity measure (SA.3.1). Hence,
(SA.3.22) Then using Lemma 7,
Hence, by the bounded convergence theorem, for any ε, B 1 ą 0, we can choose B large enough such that Step 3. Steps 1 and 2 bounded the first probability on the right-hand side of (SA.3.15) below ε{2 for large n and B. Now consider the second probability on the right-hand side. Under the event |J 0 | ď B, note that J 0 Ď N B pX, X n , W, M pr n qq. Hence, 
SA.4 Proofs of Main Results
Proof of Proposition 1. Fix a realization of X n and W , and let C`be a strategic neighborhood under this realization. Consider any i, j P C`and k R C`. Let A P ApX n , W, r n q and Ap´kq P ApX Nnztku , W Nnztku , r n q. Since k R C`, by construction, A ik and A jk are robustly absent, so by Assumption 1, these do not enter into S ij . Then even if k is removed from the network, the current state of A ij remains pairwise stable, or more formally,
S ij p´kq " Spδ ij , tδ lm : l, m P N n ztkuu, W, A Nnztku,´ij q.
Since i, j, k are arbitrary, it follows that removing any node k R C`from the network has no impact on the pairwise stability of any A ij for i, j P C`, as desired.
Proof of Theorem 1. The conditions of Theorem 2 are all satisfied by assumption, except Assumption 8. Part (a) of this assumption follows because we have assumed that Z i K K X i , i.e. H z does not vary in its first argument. Part (b) of the latter assumption follows because under this independence assumption, W˚p X,r d " W˚p 0,1 for any r ě 0, and tW˚p 0,1 py, y 1 q : y, y 1 P P κf pxq u d " tpZpx 1 q, Zpy 1 q, ζpx 1 , y 1: x 1 , y 1 P P κf pxq Y txuu, the latter of which is the definition of W 8 in §4. This implies
for any r ě 0, in light of the functional notation introduced in §SA.1. This verifies part (b) and justifies the expression for the limit in Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. We apply Theorem 3. First note that by definition of Sp¨q and λp¨q, positions only directly enter the model through distances δ ij (they may enter "indirectly" through W). Also, the dissimilarity measures may be rewritten as tδ ij : i, j P N n u " tr´1 n ||X i´Xj || : i, j P N n u " t||X 1´X 2 || : X 1 , X 2 P τ X,rn X n u.
Furthermore, Wp X,rn pτ X,rn X n q " WpX n q by definition. Consequently, the following two finite models are equivalent for any X P X n :
pV, λ, X n , W, r n q and pV, λ, τ X,rn X n , Wp X,rn , 1q.
Therefore, (14) can be restated as
and network moments can be rewritten as
Since A is a deterministic functional of positions, attributes, and the sparsity parameter by Assumption 2, we can define
putting us in the setup of Theorem 3. By (SA.4.1), (SA.2.3) holds. By Assumption 8, Erξpx, P κf pxq , Wp x,r qs is continuous at r " 0. Thus, it remains to verify stabilization (Definition 4). Let J 0 " JpX, τ X,rn X n , Wp X,rn , 1q be the relevant set (18) of the node positioned at X under the finite model pV, λ, τ X,rn X n , Wp X,rn , 1q.
Note this is equivalent to the definition of JpX, X n , W, r n q prior to Lemma 9 in §SA.3. By Lemma 1 in §5, ξpX, τ X,rn X n , Wp X,rn q only depends on its arguments through the positions and attributes of nodes in J 0 under the finite model. An identical argument holds under the limit model pV, λ, P κf pXq Y tXu, Wp X,rn , 1q. Proof of Proposition 2. We apply Theorem 1. First we write subgraph counts as averages of K-local node statistics in the sense of Assumption 5. Let A " ti 1 , . . . , i K u Ď N n . For g P G K , define ψpX i 1 , X n , W, Apr n" n ÿ i 2 ,...,i K "1 1tΓpX i 1 , . . . , X i K ; X n , r n q " gu, so that the left-hand side of (21) equals n´1 ř n i"1 ψpX i , X n , W, Apr n qq. Because by definition 1tΓpX i 1 , . . . , X i K ; X n , r n q " gu is nonzero only when ΓpX i 1 , . . . , X i K ; X n , r n q is a connected subnetwork, it follows that ψ satisfies Assumption 5. For example if K " 2, so that the network moment counts connected pairs, then ψ is the degree of node i, which is 1-local.
It remains to verify (SA.4.1). Since g is a connected subnetwork, the number of subsets ti 1 , . . . , i K u for which the event tΓpX i 1 , . . . , X i K ; X n , r n q " gu occurs is bounded above by the number of such subsets that are at least minimally connected in A, which corresponds to the event
For example if K " 3, then s is either an intransitive triad, i.e. A ij A jk p1´A ik q " 1, or a transitive triad, i.e. A ij A jk A ik " 1. Both are bounded above by A ij A jk . Furthermore, (SA.4.2) occurs only if tM i 1 ,i 2 pr n q¨. . .¨M i K´1 ,i K pr n q " 1u occurs, since A ij ď M ij pr n q. Therefore, there exists a constant C such that
Then (SA.4.1) follows from (20). Lastly, we obtain the expression for the limit in (21) by first applying the law of iterated expectations (conditioning on P κf px 1 q ) and second the Slivnyak-Mecke formula (Schneider and W., 2008, Corollary 3.2 .3).
SA.5 Primitive Sufficient Conditions

SA.5.1 Uniform Square-Integrability
We first discuss some examples for which equation (22) holds.
Example 9. Suppose A ij ď 1tδ ij ď 1u, as in Example 6. Then M pr n q is a subnetwork of the random geometric graph where nodes i and j are connected if and only if δ ij ď 1. The conditional expected degree of a node in this graph is asymptotically bounded uniformly over node types using Lemma 2 in §B.
. Example 10. Consider the model in Example 1 with hpZ i , Z j ; θ 1 q " θ 1 and ρpδ ij q "´δ ij .
Suppose the random shock has polynomial tails: for sufficiently large z that Ppζ ij ą zq ď cz´d for some constant c and z ě 0, where d is the dimension of X i . Then for n sufficiently large,
Then (22) follows from the definition of r n .
Next, we discuss how (22) implies assumption (20) in Proposition 2 for " 1. Specifically, we consider the case K " 2 and discuss how the argument generalizes. To simplify notation we suppress the dependence of M ij pr n q on r n . We need to show that By the AM-GM inequality, the term in the expectation is bounded above by
The others being similar, consider the term
Consider the part of the sum where all the indices are different (i ‰ j ‰ k ‰ l ‰ a 1 ‰ a 2 ‰ a 3 ). This equals p3nq´1 times a count of the number of septuplets whose subnetwork in M is at least minimally connected. By "minimally connected" we mean the removal of any link results in a disconnected subnetwork. For parts of the sum where some indices coincide, this may result in a count for a subnetwork that is not minimally connected, but such a count can always be bounded above by an appropriate count for a minimally connected subnetwork. For example, if a 1 " k but all other indices differ, then the corresponding term of (SA.5.1) is given by
The left-hand side counts the occurrence of a subnetwork that is not minimally connected (it has a cycle between i, j, k), unlike the right-hand side. Thus, consider the part of the sum (SA.5.1) where all the indices are different, as the argument for the other terms is the same once we bound them above by an appropriate minimally-connected-subgraph count. Then the expectation of the summand equals
The first inequality above is attained by iteratively conditioning on and taking the supremum over attributes of leaf nodes (nodes with only one connection), i.e. nodes k, l, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , and then using the assumption that tpX i , Z i qu n i"1 is i.i.d. The previous derivation yields
which is finite by Assumption 22. This proves the claim for K " 2.
For general K, we can follow the same line of reasoning, bounding
from above by the sum of K-tuplets that form at least minimally connected subnetworks and then repeatedly applying (22).
SA.5.2 Continuity
This subsection discusses conditions for Assumption 8(b). This simplest case is when positions are independent of attributes; this is covered in Theorem 1. Another simple case is the average degree, where ψ i " ř j A ij , and there are no strategic interactions. Then A ij " M ij pr n q, and Assumption 8(b) follows from Assumption 8(a) by the proof of Lemma 2 in §B. We point out this case because the lemma provides a simple illustration of the relevance of the continuity assumption.
The remainder of this subsection focuses on the case of subgraph counts, allowing for strategic interactions and dependence between positions and attributes. The main conditions required are continuity of V in its arguments, continuity of the distribution of ζ ij , and Assumption 8(a), which are mild regularity conditions. The method of proof appears to be more broadly applicable to other moments.
Fix K P N, and letG K be the set of all possible (labeled) subgraphs on K nodes. Following the notation in §6.1, define the subgraph distribution P K pG; r n q " P`Γpx 1 , . . . , x K ; P κf px 1 q Y tx 1 , . . . , x K u, Wp x 1 ,rn , 1q P G˘, where G ĎG K . We seek conditions under which there exists a selection mechanism such that P K pG; rq is continuous at r " 0.
(SA.5.2)
Then, assuming this selection mechanism rationalizes the data, Assumption 8(b) follows from (20) and the dominated convergence theorem, since subgraph moments correspond to the case G " tgu for some connected subgraph g. The remainder of this subsection is concerned with deriving primitive conditions under which such a selection mechanism exists. We first introduce some notation. Let E K pP κf px 1 q , Wp x 1 ,rn q be the set of subgraphs on K nodes that can be supported in a pairwise stable network under the limit model
By "supported in a pairwise stable network," we mean that this is the set of subgraphs g PG K for which there exists a network A on P κf px 1 q Y tx 1 , . . . , x K u such that A is pairwise stable and the subgraph of A on nodes x 1 , . . . , x K coincides with g. Let ∆pSq denote the set of probability distributions supported on a set S. Then ∆pE K pP κf px 1 q , Wp x 1 ,rnis the set of subgraph selection mechanisms onG K . 1 The subgraph distribution P K p¨; r n q is an element of the set P K pr n q " ! P 1 K p¨; r n q P ∆pG K q : D σ K p¨; P κf px 1 q , Wp x 1 ,rn q P ∆`E K pP κf px 1 q , Wp x 1 ,rn qs uch that P 1 K pG; r n q " Erσ K pG; P κf px 1 q , Wp x 1 ,rn qs @G ĎG K ) .
This is the set of distributions onG K that can be generated by some subgraph selection mechanism, and therefore, implicitly, some selection mechanism λ. Without strategic interactions, this set is a singleton, since the model is complete. Then (SA.5.2) follows more or less immediately from Assumption 8(a). With strategic interactions, the challenge is that there need not be any relationship between the subgraph count distribution selected from P K prq and that selected from P K pr 1 q, which is problematic for (SA.5.2). We next derive primitive conditions under which these selections can be "chosen continuously" as r varies, so that (SA.5.2) holds for some selection mechanism. Let the limit capacity Lp¨; r n q : G ĎG K Þ Ñ r0, 1s be the set function satisfying LpG; r n q " P`E K pP κf px 1 q , Wp x 1 ,rn q X G ‰ ∅˘.
That is, LpG; r n q is the probability that all subgraphs in G can be supported in a pairwise stable network under the limit model. We can define the analog of the limit capacity LpG; rq under a finite model. Let E K pτ x 1 ,rn X n , Wp x 1 ,r q be the set of subgraphs on K nodes that can be supported in a pairwise stable network under the finite model
Define the finite capacity L n pG; rq " P pE K pτ x 1 ,rn X n , Wp x 1 ,r q X G ‰ ∅q .
Assumption 9 (Continuous Finite Capacity). For any n, L n pG; rq is continuous in r P r0, κs, for all G PG K .
This assumption is easy to verify. For instance, if Assumption 8(a) holds, ζ ij is continuously distributed, V is continuous in pZ i , Z j q, and S ij does not depend on attributes as in Example 1, then Assumption 9 holds. More generally, if S ij depends on attributes, then it needs to be continuous in them.
Theorem 5. Under Assumptions 1, 4, 6, and 9, there exists a continuous selection of the correspondence P K prq. That is, there exists P K p¨;¨q such that for all r P r0, κs, we have P K p¨; rq P P K prq, and P K pG; rq is continuous in r P r0, κs for all G PG K .
Thus, under the stated assumptions, there exists a selection mechanism such that (SA.5.2) holds, which justifies Assumption 8(b) for the case of subgraph counts. The proof proceeds in two steps, given by the two lemmas below. First, we show that the conclusion of the theorem holds if the limit capacity is continuous. Then we show that continuity of the limit capacity follows from the assumptions of the theorem.
Assumption 10 (Continuous Limit Capacity). LpG; rq is continuous in r P r0, κs, for all
Lemma 10. Under Assumption 10, there exists a continuous selection of the correspondence
The formal proof can be found below. Here is a brief sketch. The set P K prq can be characterized as the core of the Choquet capacity Lp¨; rq (see Definition 1 of Galichon and Henry, 2011) . If this capacity is continuous in r, we can show that the correspondence P K prq is lower hemicontinuous in r. Then by Michael's selection theorem, there exists a continuous selection P K p¨; rq.
Lemma 11. Assumptions 1, 4, 6, 8(a), and 9 imply Assumption 10.
To prove this lemma, we show that the finite capacity converges to the limit capacity uniformly in r. This is shown using Proposition 1 in §3.1, which states that E K only depends on its arguments through the strategic neighborhoods of nodes positions at x 1 , . . . , x K . A branching process argument (see §SA.3) establishes that these neighborhoods are asymptotically bounded uniformly in r. Convergence then follows from an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 4.
Proof of Lemma 10. Notice that P K prq is closed, non-empty, and convex for any r P r0, κs. Then if P K prq is lower hemicontinuous in r, the result follows from Michael's selection theorem (Michael, 1956) . Hence, it suffices to show lower hemicontinuity. Notice that Lp¨; rq is a Choquet capacity. Following the proof of Theorem 1 of Galichon and Henry (2011) , P K prq is equivalent to the core of this capacity, i.e.
.
(SA.5.5)
We next show that continuity of the capacity implies lower hemicontinuity of the core. Let tr 1 n u be any sequence in r0, κs converging to r, and letp 1 K p¨; rq P P K prq. Consider an arbitrary subsequence tr mpnq u of tr n u. Definẽ p 1 K p¨; r mpn" Lp¨; r mpnq q´pLp¨; rq´p 1 K p¨; rqq .
We claim thatp 1 K p¨; r mpnP P K pr mpnq q. First, since p 1 K p¨; rq P P K prq, by (SA.5.5), p 1 K p¨; rq ď Lp¨; rq, sop 1 K p¨; r mpnď Lp¨; r mpnq q. Second, ř gPG Kp 1 K pg; r mpn" 1´p1´1q " 1. Third,p 1 K p¨; r mpnis clearly supported onG K . This establishes the claim. It remains to show thatp 1 K p¨; r mpnÑ p 1 K p¨, rq uniformly inG K . This follows since continuity of the capacity implies Lp¨; r mpnÑ Lp¨; rq uniformly inG K .
Proof of Lemma 11. Under Assumption 9, the finite capacity is continuous in r P r0, κs. To show that the limit capacity inherits this continuity property, we prove that the finite capacity converges to the limit capacity as n Ñ 8, uniformly over values of r in some neighborhood of zero.
By Proposition 1, E K under both the finite and limit models only depends on its arguments through the positions and attributes of nodes in Y K i"1 Cì , the strategic neigh-borhoods of nodes positioned at x 1 , . . . , x K . To make this statement formal, we need several pieces of notation. Let us abbreviate E K pτ x 1 ,rn X n , rq " E K pτ x 1 ,rn X n , Wp x 1 ,r q and E K pP κf px 1 q , rq " E K pP κf px 1 q , Wp x 1 ,r q. Let X generically denote the set of node positions under either the finite (SA.5.4) or limit (SA.5.3) model. Let C`px, X , rq denote the set of positions corresponding to nodes in the strategic neighborhood of a node positioned at x P X under the finite/limit model with attributes given by Wp x 1 ,r pX q, and Cì " C`px i , X , rq. Define
RpX , rq " max
Finally, let τ x 1 ,rn X n | C`" τ x 1 ,rn X n XBpx 1 , Rpτ x 1 ,rn X n , rqq and P κf px 1 q | C`" P κf px 1 q XBpx 1 , RpP κf px 1 q , rqq.
These are the subset of positions lying within the smallest neighborhood centered at x 1 that contains the positions of all nodes in Y K i"1 Cì . We had just argued that Proposition 1 implies E K pτ x 1 ,rn X n , rq " E K pτ x 1 ,rn X n | C`, rq and E K pP κf px 1 q , rq " E K pP κf px 1 q | C`, rq. (SA.5.6) Then mimicking the argument for (SA.2.6), for some ρ specified later, P˜sup rPr0,ρsˇ1 tE K pτ x 1 ,rn X n , rq X G ‰ ∅u´1 E K pP κf px 1 q , rq X G ‰ ∅ where E n X pRq is defined prior to (SA.2.6) and R n prq " maxtRpτ x 1 ,rn X n , rq, RpP κf px 1 q , rqu.
By Lemma 3, for any R ą 0, lim nÑ8 PpE n X pRq c q " 0. Suppose for the moment that sup rPr0,ρs R n prq " O p p1q. (SA.5.8)
Then we would have lim nÑ8 lim RÑ8 Ppsup rPr0,ρs R n prq ą Rq " 0, thereby establishing that the limit of the left-hand side of (SA.5.7) is zero. Furthermore, by the bounded convergence theorem,
tE K pτ x 1 ,rn X n , rq X G ‰ ∅u´1 E K pP κf px 1 q , rq X G ‰ ∅ (ˇˇff ě lim nÑ8 sup rPr0,ρsˇP pE K pτ x 1 ,rn X n , rq X G ‰ ∅q´P`E K pP κf px 1 q , rq X G ‰ ∅˘ˇ" lim nÑ8 sup rPr0,ρsˇL n pG; rq´LpG; rqˇˇ, which would complete the proof. Therefore, it suffices to show (SA.5.8). By an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 4, (SA.5.8) holds if sup rPr0,ρsˇY K i"1 C`px i , X , rqˇˇ" O p p1q.
We will prove this for the finite model, as the argument for the limit model is similar.
Recall that we are considering the network-formation model pV, λ, τ x 1 ,rn X n Y tx 1 , . . . , x K u, Wp x 1 ,r , 1q (cf. Assumption 3). Also, recall that C`px i , τ x 1 ,rn X n Y tx 1 , . . . , x K u, rq denotes the strategic neighborhood of node positioned at x i under this model. Observe that Y K i"1 C`px i , τ x 1 ,rn X n Y tx 1 , . . . , x K u, rq Ď Y K i"1 C`px i , τ x 1 ,rn X n Y tx i u, rq,
where C`px i , τ x 1 ,rn X n Y tx i u, rq is the strategic neighborhood in the aforementioned finite model but with nodes positioned at x 2 , . . . , x K removed from the game. It is therefore enough to show that sup rPr0,ρsˇC`p x i , τ x 1 ,rn X n Y tx i u, rqˇˇ" O p p1q (SA.5.9) for any i " 1, . . . , K. This follows from a branching process argument that is the subject of §SA.3. In particular, by Lemma 9, the strategic neighborhood size is stochastically dominated byX r px i , Zpx i q; Kq, which in turn is stochastically dominated byX κ px i , Zpx i q; Kq, which does not depend on r. The latter is a.s. finite by step 1 of the proof of Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 5. By Lemma 11, Assumption 10 holds. The result follows from Lemma 10.
SA.6 Simulating Limit Expectations
This section gives details on how we simulate the limit expectation of Theorem 1 in §7. First observe that
ψ`x, P κf pxq Y txu, W 8 , Ap1q˘d " ψ`0, P κf pxq Y t0u, W 8 , Ap1q˘,
where 0 is the origin of R d , since positions only enter the model through differences ||X i´Xj ||, P κ d " P κ´x , and attributes are i.i.d. conditional on positions. Since f is uniform, the righthand side of (15) then simplifies to E rψ p0, P κ Y t0u, W 8 , Ap1qqs .
This can be computed by repeatedly simulating the limit model, computing the node statistic for the node at 0, and then averaging across simulations. It is impossible to simulate P κ , since it is countably infinite. Instead, we simulate its restriction to r´10, 10s 2 , which should suffice for several reasons. First, we only need to compute the node statistic for the node at the origin. Second, nodes only link with those at most distance one away in this example. Third, strategic neighborhood sizes are bounded in probability (and typically quite small), so a large enough grid should be very likely to contain this neighborhood.
To simulate from the process restricted to r´10, 10s 2 , we make use of the fact that the following process has the same distribution: tX 1 , . . . , X N 400κ u, where tX i u iid " U pr0, 1s 2 q is independent of N 400κ " Poissonp400κq (see e.g. Penrose, 2003, Ch. 1.7) . This is straightforward to simulate. We can then simulate attributes and Ap1q in the same way as the finite model, except that we set r n " 1.
